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Vov Dylan, Australia's Fastest Violinist 

SMASHES Fastest 'Flight of the Bumblebee' World Record 

 

The Australian Book of Records (TABOR) are proud to announce that Australia's 

fastest violinist Vov Dylan (born Wodzislaw Dylan Elsley) has smashed the 

world record for playing 'the Flight of the Bumblebee' in the fastest time,  on 

Friday 24th January. 

Vov played this renowned technically challenging piece on his Scott Cao violin, 

in a world best time of 38.10 seconds, beating the previous best of 44.87 

seconds held by Yara Amirbahonar, from Iran. 

Vov Dylan and his string quintet were performing a wonderfully entertaining 

classical  show at Lizotte's Restaurant, Dee Why, NSW and Vov decided as he is 

Australia's fastest violinist, he would attempt to break the world record.  Vov 

broke the world record twice on the night, his first attempt recording 39.55 

seconds, thereafter with the audience of witnesses encouraging him to have 

another go, he achieved a phenomenal 38.10 seconds. The Australian Book Of 

Record's 2 calibrated stop watches and 2 TABOR official witnesses verified this 

fact. 

After successfully breaking the world record Vov said "My wife Toni and I have 

practised for hours, Toni timing and encouraging me positively.  In practice I 

have achieved world record figures, but was pleased to break the record under 

pressure sharing the joy with my friends, family and a live audience".  

Please see TABOR certificate and stop watches, as well as press pictures for 

your use. 

For additional information, please call Vov Dylan direct on 0412 670 187 

 



 

VOV DYLAN Profile 

 

Vov was first recognised for his musical talents at 21 months old, when he had his first 

newspaper coverage. 

 

Since then he has covered most areas of media and live entertainment, including 

international tours, movies, radio and television broadcasts, and countless live 

performances for public and private functions. 

 

This wealth of experience has given Vov a solid understanding of an audience and how to 

deliver to them a tailor-made performance, which goes above and beyond expectations. 

 

In recent years, Vov has had an increasing presence in that he has received ACE and MO 

award nominations, has released 4 albums with another 5 on the way. 

 

He has recorded for BBC travel documentaries, toured through South East Asia and has been 

involved with a number of upcoming tv and radio shows. 

 

As a qualified music teacher, Vov has had many years of delivering excellent results within a 

number of private primary and secondary schools, selective high schools, universities, as 

well as numerous private students in his studio's.  Teaching students from as young as 5 

years old, he has seen and helped many grow and develop into becoming award-winning, 

talented violinists in their own right. 

 

Vov has an absolute love of the violin and performance, in every aspect from show to album 

to function - Vov will deliver 3 key ingredients, the foot, the heart and the jaw. 

 

Telephone 0412 670 187 
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